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ABSTRACT 

Space tethers have been proposed by many researchers as a means of towing large space debris objects using space 
tugs. It is assumed that the space tug captures debris object using a net, harpoon or another capture device and then 
transports the debris to a graveyard orbit. During the orbital transfer process, the space tug pulls the debris object by 
the tether. This technique imposes restrictions on the configuration of the space tug. The tug’s thrusters and the 
tether equipment (payload) should be installed on the same side of the space tug. This configuration of the space tug 
is not typical for conventional uppers stages of the rockets that can be considered as the basis for the development of 
the space tug.  

To overcome this, we propose an alternative technique for the orbital transfer of tethered system that, instead of 
pulling the debris by the tether, applies the tug’s thrust along the tether in the opposite direction, pushing the system. 
The rotation of the tug-debris tethered system around its center of mass provides necessary tension of the tether by 
mean of centrifugal force, that allows applying the tug’s thrust along the tether and using push scheme when the 
tug’s thrust vector is directed to the space debris object along the tether. Angular rate of the tethered tug-debris 
system has to ensure that during the transient events associated with the turning on and off the tug’s thrust the tether 
tension force does not fall below zero. Due to the rotation of the tethered tug-debris system the orientation of the 
tug’s thrust vector changes with the time. To de-orbit the system the tug applies its thrust periodically when the 
orientation of the tether relative to the orbital velocity vector of the system ensures application of the impulse in the 
required direction. The rotation of the tethered tug-debris system can be achieved by the relative orbital motion of 
the debris object relative to the space tug during establishing the tethered connection between the bodies. We 
suggest that the tethered connection between the tug and debris can be established by an autonomous module 
separated from the space tug near the debris object.  

In the immediate future, the autonomous module allows testing key elements of the space system for active debris 
removal mission. The autonomous module as a small spacecraft with a gripper device, autonomous control system, 
propulsion system providing accurate guidance impulses in all degrees of freedom can be installed on the upper 
stage as a piggyback payload. The autonomous control system and propulsion system of the module allow to 
decrease requirements for the upper stage in terms of the control system accuracy. The uppers stage can be utilized 
as a space tug only. After the end of the main mission, the autonomous module can be delivered and separated near 
the preselected space debris object for performing specific tasks for active debris removal mission. The autonomous 
module can be used for testing de-orbit methods (e.g. using ion beam force, Coulomb force, magnetic fields), 
capture techniques (net, harpoon, manipulator), tether control algorithms and proximity operations. All of these are 
key elements of active debris removal mission. 
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